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Clumps of randomly charged polymers: Molecular dynamics simulation of condensation,
crystallization, and swelling
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The behavior of randomly charged polyampholytes against a wide range of the Coulomb coupling parameter
G ~the ratio of the Coulomb energy to thermal energy! is studied with the use of molecular dynamics simula-
tions. Neutral polyampholyte collapses forG.1, where large volume changes are due to multichain effects.
Charged chains reptate significantly in a globule. Polyampholyte with widely extensible bonds condenses to a
cubic crystal forG@1, while that with finitely extensible bonds remains in an imperfectly ordered glass
structure. Non-neutral polyampholyte whose charge offset exceeds1

2N
1/2 behaves as polyelectrolyte: it consists

of nonoverlapped chains forG.1, and shrinks to the noncharged polymer regime forG,1 ~N is the number
of charged monomers!. Condensed counterions on polyampholyte screen the electric field, making non-neutral
polyampholyte close to the neutral one. Added salt of comparable charge density as that of the polyampholyte
further compactifies it. However, the addition of more salt results in the weakening of the polyampholyte
nature and reentrant swelling of non-neutral polyampholyte.

PACS number~s!: 61.25.Hq, 36.20.Ey, 64.60.Cn, 52.25.Wz
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I. INTRODUCTION

Condensation and swelling driven by changes in temp
ture and ionic strength are important subjects for multich
polyampholytes, which are heterogeneous polymers con
ing of linked monomers of both positive and negati
charges@1#. Since polyampholytes show a strong tendency
self-neutralization without the help of counterions unli
polyelectrolytes, they will provide much physically interes
ing information and applications, including thermodynamic
and dynamical properties, internal structure of globules, th
stability, and phase transition between liquid and crys
states. These evidences will clarify the roles of the lon
range Coulombic interactions in a constrained heterogene
charged system of three dimensions.

For the case of polyampholytes with movable positive a
negative monomers, the Coulombic interactions exert b
repulsive and attractive forces of the same order. The for
arises from unbalanced charges, and is predominant
strongly non-neutral polyampholytes, which are close
polyelectrolytes of one or the other sign. The latter ari
from biased charge density fluctuations due to the forma
of charge complexes of positive and negative monomers.
sultant interactions between oppositely charged segmen
polyampholyte are attractive. The statistical properties of
single-chain polyampholytes were studied in the framew
of the Debye-Hu¨ckel theory @2#, and the Flory-type free-
energy theory@3#. The importance of multichain effects an
the occurrence of precipitation due to the pairing of opp
sitely charged chains in the semidilute and dense regime
polyampholyte solution were pointed out, which show
limitation of the single-chain theories in realistic applicatio
@4#.

An early numerical study of single-chain polyampholyt
was performed by the Monte Carlo simulations on a latt
model @5#. It found a collapsed globule for neutral polyam
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~3!/3803~14!/$15.00
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pholytes and a self-avoiding stretched coil for strongly no
neutral polyampholytes. In our earlier works@6,7#, statistical
and dynamical properties of polyampholytes for both t
single-chain@6# and multichain@7# cases were investigate
with the molecular dynamics simulations in the full thre
dimensional space~nonlattice model!. Another molecular dy-
namics simulation was done to examine the effect of app
electric field on the stretching behavior of single-cha
polyampholyte@8#.

In the previous studies of polyampholytes by molecu
dynamics simulation@6,7#, a very compact and dense glob
lar state was discovered for the nonlattice model. It w
shown that the attractive nature of the Coulomb forces
the globally neutral polyampholyte originates from the fo
mation of complexes of positive and negative monom
~chains!. A multichain polyampholyte showed a general
larger degree of compaction than its single-chain counter
because of the creation of large void space among the ch
@7#. For the neutral multichain system in a salt-free solutio
thermodynamic stability of the globule at low temperatur
against thermal agitations was proven numerically and th
retically. Also, salt ions were demonstrated to disintegrat
collapsed globule of neutral polyampholyte by migrating
side and screening the electric field; such dynamical p
cesses, including oscillations of the volume and relaxat
time, were so far adequately studied only by molecular
namics simulations@7#.

Experimentally, the swelling behavior of polyampholy
polymers and gels was studied by changing the salt con
tration over several orders of magnitude at fixed tempera
@9–11#. There it was shown that globally neutral polyam
pholytes occupy small volumes at low salt concentration, a
swell monotonically with the addition of salt. By contras
non-neutral polyampholytes are swollen at low salt conc
tration, and they shrink to the same volume as that of
neutral ones at high salt concentration.

The condensation and phase transition of a giant char
3803 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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3804 PRE 62MOTOHIKO TANAKA AND TOYOICHI TANAKA
particle system were studied for dusty plasmas@12–14#,
ionic colloids @15,16#, and polyelectrolytes with counterion
@17,18#. In the two-dimensional geometry, a plasma crys
having Wigner-Seitz cells was obtained at a large Coulo
coupling parameter. The three-dimensional studies of io
colloids obtained the phase diagram of liquid and cubic cr
tals of the bcc, fcc, and hpc types depending on the co
tions and parameters. The low-temperature behavior of n
neutral polyampholytes was previously studied by the Mo
Carlo simulations@5#. These simulations considered on
single-chain cases and adopted the lattice model, which
comes inaccurate due to the restricted number of neighbo
sites at low temperatures. For this reason, numerical stu
with the use of the off-lattice model are appropriate, as in
Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics studies of the stron
coupled systems@12,14,16–18#.

The screening role of counterions and salt may be gue
by the case of dilute electrolytes at rather high temperat
The electrostatic potential may be approximated by
Yukawa potential w;(1/r )exp(2r/ls). Here, ls(ns)
5@ekBT/4pe2(Zs

2ns1Z2n0)#1/2 is the Debye screening
length in the presence of counterions and salt ions,e the
dielectric constant of the solvent,kB the Boltzmann constant
T the temperature,e the unit charge,ns and Zs the number
density and valence of salt ions, andn0 and Z the number
density and valence of polyampholyte.~However, the
Debye-Hückel theory without charge correlation effects
not applicable to dense, low-temperature electrolytes@18#, as
will be mentioned in Sec. IV B!. This reduces the electro
static energy by a factor (ls /lD)2;1/(11Zs

2ns /Z2n0),
wherelD5ls(0). TheCoulomb coupling parameter, whic
is the ratio of the electrostatic energy to thermal energy,

G5Z2e2/eakBT, ~1!

is modified as Gs;G(ls /lD)25(lB /a)(ls /lD)2

}1/Zs
2nsT. Here,a is the unit length~usually the exclusion

radius of monomers!, and lB5Ga is the Bjerrum length.
The Coulomb coupling parameterG is the most relevant pa
rameter to quantify the Coulombic interactions in charg
systems@6#. We should note that the large valueG arises
from the large valueZe, the small value ofeT, or both.

In this paper we will study the behavior of random
chargedmultichainpolyampholytes in the three-dimension
volume, with the use of molecular dynamics simulations. W
will focus on the structure changes due to the Coulomb c
pling parameterG ~or the Bjerrum lengthlB!, and the effect
of counterions and added salt. We will show in Secs. III a
IV that, by increasing the Coulomb coupling parameter~or
by decreasing temperature!, a globally charge-neutra
polyampholyte collapses monotonically to a compact gl
ule, in which chains interpenetrate with each other a
reptate around the whole volume of the globule. ForG@1, it
condenses into an ordered cubic crystal when the connec
bonds are widely extensible. For the more realistic case
finitely extensible bonds, we obtain a glassy globule with
imperfectly ordered structure, which retains substantial fr
trations. The multichain effect is found to cause much lar
volume changes of polyampholytes than the single-chain
fect does.
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Also, the behavior of non-neutral polyampholytes wi
and without salt and counterions is studied. Even a n
neutral polyampholyte forms charge complexes~or clumps
@4#! if the global charge offset is less thanN1/2. Otherwise, it
is swollen at G@1 due to Coulombic repulsions, whic
shrinks monotonically to the volume similar to that of th
noncharged polymers atG;1. The volumetric changes o
slightly non-neutral polyampholytes are reentrant, fi
shrinking and then swelling with the change in the Coulom
coupling parameter. A polarized cloud of coexisting coun
rions is shown to surround and neutralize unbalan
charges of polyampholyte, which screens the electric fie
However, the polyampholyte chains remain separated a
values of the coupling parameter. In the presence of cou
rions and salt whose charge density is comparable to tha
polyampholyte, the non-neutral polyampholyte is more co
pact than in the salt-free solution, i.e., when it is screened
counterions only. ForG@1, all the chains aggregate to
gether. At fixed value of the coupling parameter, on the ot
hand, the volume of highly non-neutral polyampholy
changes in a reentrant fashion with the salt ionic strengt

We would like to make some remarks about the wo
‘‘temperature’’ and its relation with the Coulomb couplin
parameter. We note that the more general parameter is
Coulomb coupling parameter rather than temperature. In
experiments, it is not possible to change the temperature
a wide range for a single polyampholyte, since the solv
may freeze or vaporize beyond certain temperatures. No
theless, there is more than one way to change the Coul
coupling parameter G5e2Z2/eakBT, either by using
polyampholytes that are comprised of monomers of differ
valenceZ or a solvent of other dielectric constantse. Thus,
we can have access to different regimes ofG5T0 /T in sepa-
rate experiments, where

T05Z2e2/eakB ~2!

is the base temperature at which the electrostatic energ
the distancea is equal to thermal energy. The base tempe
ture is higher for larger valenceZ or smaller dielectric con-
stante. In numerical simulations, a wide range of the Co
lomb coupling parameter is accessible in terms of sequen
temperature changes for one specific polyampholyte. S
ond, the functional dependences to be shown in Secs. III
IV are considered to be equilibrium ones. During the grad
temperature change of three orders of magnitude, the e
tions of motion are integrated for 2 000 000 MD~molecular
dynamics! steps.

This paper will be organized as follows. In Sec. II of th
paper the equations of motion, adopted parameters, and
definitions of observed quantities are presented. Conde
tion of globally neutral polyampholytes at low temperatur
(G@1) is shown in Sec. III. The swelling behavior of non
neutral polyampholytes in the presence and absence of c
terions and added salt is described in Sec. IV. Section V
summarize the results of this paper.

II. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND SIMULATION
PARAMETERS

The multichain polyampholytes adopted in this study co
sist of six 32-mer chains. The initial configurations of th
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TABLE I. The charge sequences are listed for the globally neutral polyampholytes of Fig. 1, and f
non-neutral polyampholyte of Fig. 7~the case of charge offsetdQ/eN1/251.15!. Each run uses six 32-me
chains, as numbered from~1! to ~6! below;1 and2 represent positive and negative monomers, respectiv
and the rightmost value shows the local charge offset of each chain. The charge sequences are all at
except for the global charge neutrality constraint in the case of Fig. 1.

Figure 1:dQ/eN1/250
~1! 22111211121212212122112222221212 24
~2! 22121211222211121211222211122222 26
~3! 12121112122211122212121212121212 0
~4! 21121212121222111112121222111212 12
~5! 12111222122212111122111211121212 14
~6! 12112122221212121212111111121221 14

Figure 7:dQ/eN1/251.15
~1! 22211111211121212212121112121122 14
~2! 11111112112112121111212121211211 114
~3! 21121121221122222222211122211122 26
~4! 12221212122212111111212112112121 14
~5! 12111222222112121211111111122222 12
~6! 22122122122211122212221111121211 22
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chains are generated by random walks, and the charge
quence on each chain is also picked at random. When
global ~overall! charge neutrality constraint is imposed, ha
the monomers of the whole polyampholyte are assig
positive charges and the other half negative charges. T
given charges are then well shuffled in terms of the mono
indices to realize random sequences on any part of
chains. The polyampholytes thus prepared are submerge
a Langevin thermostat. The dynamical motions of monom
are governed by the Newton-Langevin equations of mot
@6,7#,

m
dvi

dt
5FLR~r i !2

3kBT

a2 ~2r i2r i 112r i 21!

1Fth2nmvi2
]ULJ

]r
, ~3!

dr i

dt
5vi . ~4!

Here, the inertia term is retained for numerical stability
the integration scheme against charge oscillations. The
tors r i andvi are the position and velocity of thei th mono-
mer (i 51 –N), respectively,m is the monomer mass,T the
temperature,a the normalization length, andn the friction
constant. The Coulomb forceFLB , which is an electrostatic
long-range force, is obtained by summing over all the p
sible monomer pairs,

FLR~r i !5(
j

ZiZje
2

eur i2r j u2 r̂ i j , ~5!

whereZi is the valence of thei th monomer~we chooseZi
561!, andr̂ i j a unit vector along the line (r i2r j ). The last
term of Eq.~3! represents the short-range forces~mostly re-
pulsive! due to the Lennard-Jones potential,
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ULJ~r !5eLJH S aLJ

r D 12

2S aLJ

r D 6J , ~6!

where aLJ is the exclusion radius. We setaLJ5a and eLJ
5e2/12eaLJ . When two monomers make a close encoun
of distancer;aLJ , they repel each other in an elastic fas
ion.

As regards the elastic force between the monomers in
~3!, a harmonic spring is first adopted. It can be widely e
tensible. A combination offinitely extensible bonds and im
penetrable monomersis also used in Sec. III to delineate th
effect of monomer bonds in the condensation state. The t
mal forcesFth that exert random kicks on the monomers
each time integration step of Eqs.~3! and ~4! are generated
with the use of random numbers with a Gaussian distri
tion. The strength of the thermal kicks is controlled in such
way that the average kinetic energy of the monomer equ
3/2kBT in balance with the momentum absorption by t
immobile solvent@6#.

A series of runs are performed both for globally neut
and non-neutral polyampholytes that have different cha
sequences and initial configurations. Typical charge
quences of the chains of the polyampholytes used for
runs of Figs. 1 and 7 are tabulated in Table I. To examine
effects of the Coulomb coupling parameter, the whole s
tem is cooled gradually asT(t)522t/t0(0.75T0). Here, the
initial temperature of 0.75T0 ~or the Bjerrum lengthlB
>1.3a! is chosen, and the temperature is lowered untt
59t0 . By immediately following the first cooling stage, th
temperature is gradually raised with the same time cons
to see the asymmetry of the polyampholyte behavior aga
cooling and heating.

We choose the time constant of the temperature cha
t052000vp

21, where vp5(2pe2/ema3)1/2 is the plasma
frequency. It becomesvp;5310212sec21 ~about 1 psec!
for the CH2 monomer witha53 Å in water (e580). ~The
relaxation time of the given polyampholyte chains was fou
to bet;300vp

21.! For the above parameters, the base te
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FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of globally neutral polyampholyte with widely extensible bonds~six 32-mers! is shown for the
cooling and heating stages with closed and open circles, respectively~an average of 15 runs of different random sequences!. The shown
quantities are the system gyration radius of all the monomersRg,sys, the single-chain gyration radiusRg,1 , the filling index that indicates
chain overlappingz5Nc

1/3Rg,1 /Rg,sys, the electrostatic energyWp , the connected monomer distancedp2p , and time fluctuations of mono
mer distancesDR ; T0 is the base temperature at which the electrostatic and thermal energies become equal.
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perature becomesT0>700Z2~K!. Since we use the time ste
Dt50.01vp

21, then, in one time intervalt0 , 200 000 inte-
gration steps are executed.

The boundary conditions of an isolated charge system
used in this study. The normal to the wall velocity of th
monomers hitting a boundary sphere, which is located at
radiusr 521a, is inverted in an elastic fashion. The choi
of such boundary conditions is justified for studies of phys
processes, since it was confirmed in our previous study w
the periodic boundary conditions~the particle-mesh Ewald
algorithm @19,20#! that the swelling behavior of polyam
pholytes is only slightly modified compared to those for t
isolated system@21#.

In order to quantify the swelling of polyampholytes, w
measure the gyration radius of the system~all chains! by

Rg,sys5S 1

N (
j 51

N

~r j2^r &!2D 1/2

, ~7!

wherer j is the coordinate of thej th particle,^r & is the mass
center of monomers, andN is the number of the monomer
of polyampholyte. The gyration radius of a single chainRg,1
is defined by averaging the gyration radii ofNc chains. We
define the filling index by

z5Nc
1/3Rg,1 /Rg,sys. ~8!

The criterionz>1 is an index for that the chains are ove
lapped and forming a globule; forz,1 the chains are scat
tered across the domain. We also measure the average
tance of connected monomersdp2p , the electrostatic energ
re

e

s
th

is-

Wp5
1

N (
i

(
j . i

ZiZje
2Y eur i2r j u, ~9!

and the time fluctuations of the monomer distances,

DR5F 2

N~N21! (i
(
j . i

S ^r i j
2 &2^r i j &

2

Rg,sys
2 D G1/2

, ~10!

wherer i j 5ur i2r j u and ^r i j & is a short-time average ofr i j .
In the following figures, viz., Figs. 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, and 1

the abscissas are labeled byT/T0 , which is exactly the in-
verse of the Coulomb coupling parameterG, i.e., T/T0
5G21. ~In Secs. III and IV, results are shown in the ener
unit where the temperatureT should be read askBT.! As
remarked above, although the dependences of the phy
quantities are obtained by gradual and sequential change
temperature, such dependences can be regarded as eq
rium ones.

III. SWELLING BEHAVIOR OF NEUTRAL
POLYAMPHOLYTES

A. General temperature dependences

The dependence of globally charge-neutral polya
pholyte on temperature~inverse of the Coulomb coupling
parameter! is shown in Fig. 1. Six quantities in the figure a
the system gyration radius of all the chains that represe
the multichain effectsRg,sys, the single-chain gyration radiu
Rg,1 , the filling index that indicates chain overlappingz, the
electrostatic energyWp , the average distance of connect
monomersdp2p , and the fluctuations of~all! the monomer
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distancesDR . Equations~7!–~10! are the definitions of thes
quantities. The filled and open circles correspond to value
the cooling and heating stages, respectively.

First, we state that energy equipartition is established
tween kinetic and elastic energies of the polyampholy
Wkin>Wspr>

3
2T, during the temperature changes. For t

neutral polyampholyte, both the gyration radiiRg,1 andRg,sys
decrease monotonically with a decrease in temperature
globule is formed (z>1) atT/T0;0.2 at which the radius o
the polyampholyte becomes comparable to the Bjerr
length,Rg,sys;lB . The macroscopic quantities such as t
gyration radii become insensitive to temperature forT/T0
<0.03, which implies that the globule is approaching t
highest density state allowed to the system. The observa
that the single-chain gyration radius becomes close to
system gyration radiusRg,1;Rg,sys is remarkable, since i
indicates that the chains in the globule penetrate with e
other and reptate through the whole globule. This is entir
consistent with the physical idea that a clump of seve
chains can be viewed as a little piece of concentrated p
mer solution@22#.

The change in the system gyration radius in Fig. 1 is tw
as large as that in the single-chain gyration radius. Theref
in terms of the volume, the multichain effect mostly preva
over the single-chain effect@7#. It is noted that the path of the
system gyration radius for the cooling stage is slightly hig
than that of the heating stage at high temperaturesT/T0
.0.1. Close inspection shows that the heating paths of m
polyampholytes with different sequences almost over
~open circles!, which constitute the lower envelope of th
cooling paths~solid circles! that deviate in the above tem
perature range~average values over different sequences
depicted!. We consider that the smaller system gyration
dius of polyampholytes in the heating stage manifests
dominance of attractive Coulomb forces between the op
sitely charged complexes residing within the medium sc
lengthr ,lB . ~This point will be again considered in Fig. 3!
For the case of polyelectrolytes, the attractive Coulo
forces were shown to appear by mediation of counteri
@17,23#.

The fluctuations of the monomer distancesDR decrease
rapidly with a decrease in temperature. In the intermed
temperature range 0.008,T/T0,0.03, it changes approxi
mately linearly in temperature. At very low temperatur
T/T0<0.008, the fluctuations of the monomer distanc
scale asDR;T1/2, which correspond to thermally driven ha
monic oscillations of the monomers. Its fluctuations
T/T0;0.001 are reduced to a few percent that of adjac
monomers.

The sign of the electrostatic energy is always negative
polyampholytes, indicating again the dominance of attrac
Coulomb forces over repulsive ones. Accordingly, the av
age electrostatic energy, to which the closest pairs of unl
sign charges make the largest contributions, becomes m
negative with a decrease in temperature, as almost inver
proportional to 3/2 power of the gyration radius of ea
chain@3,22#, uWpu;Rg,1

23/2. The relationWp /T0>21 for the
condensed globule at low temperatures well correspond
the close packing of monomersr >aLJ .

It is quite instructive to mention that, even if the bon
between monomers are removed~cut!, the collapsed globule
in
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at low temperaturesT/T0,0.01 is not modified. The con
densed globule stays in a stable state under the Coul
forces. As one expects, the chain connection makes for
condensation of polyampholyte under the conditions
which a neutral charged particle system~plasma! of the same
density does not condense at all. Indeed, the same de
plasma as the above polyampholyte, which also represen
dilute solution of Na1 and Cl2, becomes ‘‘gas,’’ become
condensed in a similar time scale as the polyampholyte
the size of the simulation domain is cut in half, i.e., eig
times in density.

B. Condensation to crystals

We first describe physically interesting cases of t
spring-beads model of a purely entropic nature. These c
serve as the baseline for the more realistic cases with fini
extensible bonds which will be treated later in this sectio
Figure 2 depicts the bird’s-eye view plots and the pair c
relation functions of neutral polyampholyte at various te
peratures. The pair correlation functionG11(r ) is for the
monomer pairs of equal signs, andG12(r ) for those of the
opposite signs. The scattered chains are seen to get clos
condensed with a decrease in temperature, as we pro
from ~a! to ~c!. The discrete structure becomes evident in
pair correlation functions at low temperaturesT/T0,0.01
(G.100). Namely, the polyampholyte at the temperatu
T/T0;1/85 is only partially ordered, whereas a spatially o
dered structure appears at the low temperatureT/T0
;1/170. The profiles of the pair correlation functions a
close among different runs, which shows the establishm
of equilibrium. The first peak of theG12 function is always
inside that ofG11 . This indicates the formation of com
plexes of positive and negative charges, which is attribu
to the attractive Coulomb forces.

A quantitative analysis of the globule of Fig. 2~c! shows
that the first and second peaks of theG12 function are lo-
cated atr >1.07a and 2.10a, respectively. The position o
the first peak is about 5% less than the effective exclus
radiusd12

(1) 521/6aLJ>1.12a. For the bcc crystal, the posi
tions of the first peaks ofG12 and G11 should satisfy
d11

(1) /d12
(1) 52/)>1.15, and the first and second peaks

G12 should bed12
(2) /d12

(1) 5(11/3)1/2>1.91. These relations
are well satisfied by the polyampholyte crystal observed
Fig. 2~c!. The number of monomers contained in the first a
second peaks ofG12 , averaged for the core monomers~less
than 1.5aLJ from the gravity center! of 20 condensed glob
ules of different sequences, is 7.9 and 23.3, respectively.
the bcc crystal, they should be 8 and 24, respectively.
this information proves the formation of the cubic crystal
the bcc type. This will be confirmed later in Fig. 5~a!.

From Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! we infer that phase transition
from the glass to crystal states occurs between the temp
tures corresponding to these panels, namely atT/T0>8
31023 (G;130). At this temperature, the slope of tim
fluctuations of monomer distancesDR changes discontinu
ously. This transition temperature is approximately of t
same order as other strongly coupled systems@12,15,16#.

Next, different cases offinitely extensible bondswith im-
penetrable monomers are examined. So far for the ca
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the elastic energy 3T/a2 became
small in comparison with the Coulomb energy, which r
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FIG. 2. The bird’s-eye view plots~left! and
the pair correlation functions~right! for the neu-
tral polyampholyte with widely extensible bond
are shown for the temperatures~a! T/T0>1/5, ~b!
1/85, and~c! 1/170. The1 and d symbols rep-
resent positive and negative monomers, resp
tively, andG11(r ) andG12(r ) are the pair cor-
relation functions for the monomer pairs o
equal-sign and opposite-sign charges, resp
tively.
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sulted in a complete reordering of charged monomers dri
by Coulomb interactions. To see the effect of finitely exte
sible bonds, other runs are described below in which
largest distance between connected monomers is limited
the lengthamax: ur i2r i 11u,amax. This is realized by provid-
ing a high bond potentialU(r ) for r>amax.

Simulation results for the globally neutral polyampholy
with finitely extensible bondsamax51.4a ~six 32-mers! are
shown in Fig. 3. The overall dependences on temperature
similar to those of widely extensible bonds in Fig. 1. Ho
ever, quantitative differences are present. The average b
length dp2p is smaller and the electrostatic energy is le
negative than that in Fig. 1. On the contrary, the syst
gyration radius of the polyampholyte with finitely extensib
bonds is generally larger than that with widely extensi
bonds, except at low temperatures. Especially, the differe
of the curves of Figs. 1 and 3 for the heating stage at te
peraturesT/T0.0.3 should be remarked, when the cha
start to be separated. For the case of finitely extens
n
-
e
by

re

nd
s

ce
-

le

bonds, the Coulomb attractive forces are considered to b
little weaker because charge fluctuations are canceled m
locally by neighboring monomers due to the bond constra
This is analogous to a lesser degree of compaction for m
tichain polyampholyte with alternate sequences@7#. These
observations again support that uncompensated charge
tuations inherent from charge sequences promote com
tion of polyampholytes.

An imperfectly ordered structure is seen in the pair cor
lation functions of the above polyampholyte. Separa
peaks in theG12(r ) function, which are not present in Fig
4~a!, first appear at the temperatureT/T0;1/40. They do not
undergo significant changes with a decrease in tempera
unlike the phase transition for the polyampholyte w
widely extensible bonds. The peaks seen at the very
temperatureT/T0;1/340 of Fig. 4~b! are located at similar
positions as those of Fig. 2~c!, but are markedly broad an
not well separated except for the first peak of theG12(r )
function at r >aLJ . The number of monomers containe
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FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of g
bally neutral polyampholyte with finitely exten
sible bonds~six 32-mers! is shown; the bond
lengths are limited asur i2r i 11u<1.4a. The plot
format is the same as for Fig. 1, and the data
an average over runs of different random s
quences.
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there is 6.2 on average, which is less than eight of the
crystals. Although we find the tendencies toward crystalli
tion, the absence of a repeated structure of large scales
fines it as a glass.

The bird’s-eye views of Fig. 5~a! show a structure ob
served for the neutral polyampholyte with widely extensib
bonds at the temperatureT/T0;1/340. The left and middle
columns depict, respectively, the polymer chains and mo
mers of the condensed globule. The right column depicts
c
-

de-

o-
e

monomers in the cross-sectional layer of width 2a/) that
contains the center of the globule. Red and green sph
represent the positively and negatively charged monom
respectively. A high degree of the chain reptation throu
the whole globule is seen, in which different chains inclu
each other. The condensed globule exhibits an ordered s
ture of a square shape, where the positive and nega
monomers are placed in an alternate chess-board fash
Sequential plots of thin cross sections show that the posi
t

te-
FIG. 4. The bird’s-eye view plots~left! and
the pair correlation functions~right! for the
polyampholyte with finitely extensible bonds, a
the temperatures~a! T/T0>1/21 and~b! 1/340.
The G11(r ) and G12(r ) pair correlation func-
tions are for the pairs of equal-sign and opposi
sign charges, respectively.
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FIG. 5. ~color! The bird’s-eye views of~six! chains and corresponding monomers of a condensed globule, and the monomers
middle cross section~from left to right! are depicted for~a! the globally neutral polyampholyte with widely extensible bonds, and~b! that
with finitely extensible bonds, both at the temperatureT/T0>1/340. The chains in the left column are color coded~yellow color appears
twice!, and the monomers with positive and negative charges are shown with red and green sphere, respectively.
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and negative monomers are located on different planes
are separated by approximately 1.2a(>2a/)). This infor-
mation along with that of the pair correlation functions
Fig. 2 confirms that the observed globule has the structur
the bcc crystal.

For the polyampholyte with finitely extensible bonds
Fig. 5~b!, the tendencies toward an ordered structure are
dered by the bond constraint. The monomers are ordered
short scale, with one monomer surrounded by approxima
six monomers. But, two monomers of equal-sign charge
quently reside at neighboring positions at which t
opposite-sign monomer is expected for the crystal of F
5~a!. Thus, the observed structure is deformed from a cu
one. Since the chains repel each other by the volume ex
sion of the monomers on them, the polymer chains tend
make their own blobs and exclude the others, except
penetration of stretched segments. The globule here inclu
significant amount of frustrations, and is above the glo
at

of

n-
a

ly
-

.
ic
lu-
to
r
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l

energy minimum, as is reflected in less negative electrost
energy in Fig. 3 than for the polyampholyte with wide
extensible bonds.

IV. SWELLING BEHAVIOR OF NON-NEUTRAL
POLYAMPHOLYTES

The effects of unbalanced charges on polyampholytes
examined in this section. The number of chains and mo
mers per chain isNc56 andN1532, respectively; the num
ber of monomers in one polyampholyte isN5NcN15192.
The charge signs of the monomers are chosen rando
Thus, each chain has basically a net chargedQa (a51
;Nc), and the amount of global charge offset per polya
pholyte isdQ5(a51

Nc dQa;6eAN on average. The behav
ior of non-neutral polyampholytes in the presence of coun
rions and salt is examined in Secs. IV B and IV C.
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FIG. 6. The effect of globally uncompensated charges is depicted for the group of 180 non-neutral, six 32-mer polyampholytes o
sequences. The probabilityF of having global charge offsetdQ ~normalized byeN1/2!, the system gyration radiusRg,sys, the single-chain
gyration radiusRg,1 , the average distance between connected monomersdp2p , the electrostatic energyWp , and the filling indexz
5NcRg,1 /Rg,sys are shown against charge offsets, at the temperatureT/T0;1/430.
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A. Polyampholytes without counterions

A large number~180! of polyampholytes having random
charge sequences and different initial conformations are g
erated. The left column of Fig. 6 shows, from top to botto
the probabilityF of the polyampholytes having the glob
charge offsetdQ which is nearly Gaussian centered atdQ
50, the system gyration radiusRg,sys, and the single-chain
gyration radiusRg,1 . The charge offset in the abscissas
normalized by the critical charge offsetQc5eN1/2. In the
right column, the bond-connected monomer distancedp2p ,
the electrostatic energyWp , and the filling indexz are
shown.

The gyration radii take small values for the null glob
charge offset, and they increase with the charge offset.
system gyration radiusRg,sys increases rapidly at the charg
offset udQu/Qc;0.5, while individual chains begin to stretc
for larger charge offsets. This again reveals that the mu
chain effect dominates in magnitude over the single-ch
effect when temperature~the Coulomb coupling paramete!
changes. In simpler words, the clump of several cha
swells more because chains move a little further away fr
each other, while parts of the same chain shift much les

The observation that the filling index becomes larger th
unity, z>1, for the polyampholytes with

udQu/eN1/2<1/2, ~11!

indicates that charge complexes~or clumps! are formed only
for nearly neutral polyampholytes whose charge offset sa
fies Eq.~11!. Otherwise, the charge complexes are disin
grated, and the polyampholyte consists of nonoverlap
scattered chains. This situation is consistent with the theo
ical analysis of Everaers, Johner, and Joanny@4#, showing
that pairing of chains occurs most efficiently under the c
n-
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dition of Eq. ~11!, where chains in the distribution tail ar
oppositely charged with respect to majority of the chains~the
width of the chain distributionF is approximatelyeN1/2!.

Figure 7 depicts the typical dependence of non-neu
polyampholytes against temperatureT/T05G21, which are
sampled from the runs in Fig. 6. The global charge offs
dQ for these runs areudQu/eN1/250.0, 0.72, 0.87, 1.15, and
1.73. By thez>1 criterion, we find that a complex of chain
~globule! is formed for the neutral polyampholyte~filled
circles! at low temperaturesT/T0,0.3 ~the Bjerrum length
lB.3a!; oppositely charged chains attract each other. T
system gyration radius increases monotonically with an
crease in temperature, and reaches the thermal stat
T/T0;1 in which the Coulomb forces play little role. This i
the so-calledpolyampholyte regime@10,11#.

For the very non-neutral case withudQu/eN1/251.73
~square symbols!, the chains tend to take the largest distan
at low temperatures due to electrostatic repulsions betw
excess charges. At high temperatures, since the Coul
forces become less important, the chains come closer and
system gyration radius is reduced to that of the aforem
tioned thermal state. The chains of non-neutral polya
pholyte whose charge offset does not satisfy Eq.~11! are
separated at all temperatures~the polyelectrolyte regime!.
The electrostatic energy becomes systematically less n
tive for larger charge offset, indicating less attractive nat
of the Coulombic interactions.

It is interesting that the temperature dependence of
system gyration radius for the polyampholyte with mediu
charge offsetudQu/eN1/250.5;1 becomes reentrant in Fig
7. The minimum radius occurs at an intermediate tempe
ture Tm , where attractive Coulomb forces slightly ove
comes repulsive ones. The temperatureTm shifts to the
higher side when the charge offset becomes larger, s
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FIG. 7. The typical behavior of globally non-neutral polyampholytes against temperature~the heating stage! is shown: the system
gyration radiusRg,sys, the single-chain gyration radiusRg,1 , the filing indexz5Nc

1/3Rg,1 /Rg,sys, and the electrostatic energyWp . The global
charge offsets shown by filled and open circles, filled and open triangles, and squares areudQu/eN1/250.0, 0.72, 0.87, 1.15, and 1.73
respectively.
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excess charge intensifies the repulsive forces and broa
the polyelectrolyte regime. The single-chain gyration rad
Rg,1 behaves somewhat differently. For small charge offs
the radius increases monotonically with temperature. O
for large charge offsetsudQu/eN1/2>1.5, the gyration radius
of individual chains becomes reentrant. This change
mostly attributed to the increase in the distance of the c
nected monomersdp2p , which is suppressed in ordinar
polyampholytes with finitely extensible bonds.

The variance of the system gyration radius among
polyampholytes having the same global charge offset
different sequences is depicted in Fig. 8. For either hig
non-neutral or nearly neutral polyampholytes in Figs. 8~a!
and 8~c!, the trends of the system gyration radius agai
temperature are similar among those with the same ch
offset, and their variances are rather small. However, la
variance occurs for the polyampholytes with medium cha
offsetsudQu/eN1/2;1/2 in Fig. 8~b!. This sequence sensitiv
ity, where only one or two polyampholytes out of five a
associated with the charge complex formation while oth
are dominated by separated chains or complexes, is obse
for udQu/eN1/250.4;0.8. The sensitivity to the specific se
quence might be of great potential importance in protein,
in biopolymer context in general.

B. The effect of counterions

Non-neutral polyampholytes of any realistic concentrat
in solution attract charge-neutralizing counterions, wh
form surrounding clouds. Here, we briefly study the effect
counterions and that of added salt on highly non-neu
polyampholytes whose global charge offset exceeds the c
cal charge offsetQc5eN1/2.

The non-neutral polyampholytes in Secs. IV B and IV
~six 32-mers, with finitely extensible bonds! consist of 30%
positive monomers and 70% negative monomers~N1558,
N25134!. The charged monomers are randomly distribu
in a row onto six chains. The global charge offset
dQ/Qc5(N12N2)/N1/2;25.5. We note that such highl
non-neutral polyampholytes act as polyelectrolytes in the
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sence of counterions~cf. Fig. 7!. The number of coexisting
monovalent counterions isNc1576, which exactly balances
the excess charge of each polyampholyte.

Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the sy
gyration radiusRg,sys, the single-chain gyration radiusRg,1 ,
the filling indexz, and the electrostatic energyWp . The four
series of data points correspond to non-neutral polya

FIG. 8. The variance of the system gyration radius due to
ferent charge sequences is depicted for the group of polyampho
of Fig. 7. The polyampholytes in each panel have identical glo
charge offset, which is~a! udQu/eN1/251.29,~b! 0.72, and~c! 0.14.
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FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of non-neutral polyampholytes in the presence of counterions is shown for the six 32-me
pholytes with finitely extensible bonds. The four cases shown are different in random sequences. The global charge offset isdQ/eN1/2;
25.5 (N1558, N25134), and the positive counterions (Nc1576) exactly balance the offset charge. Depicted in the figure are the sy
gyration radiusRg,sys, the single-chain gyration radiusRg,1 , the filling indexz5Nc

1/3Rg,1 /Rg,sys, and the electrostatic energyWp .
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pholytes of different random sequences. Unlike the n
neutral polyampholytes without counterions in Sec. IV A, t
system gyration radius now decreases monotonically w
decrease in temperature. Its average values at medium
low temperaturesT/T051021;1023 are a few times large
than their counterparts of the neutral polyampholytes. T
filling index never exceeds unity at any temperatures, in
cating that non-neutral polyampholytes with counterio
alone consist of separated globules or chains.

The non-neutral polyampholyte with counterions is d
picted by the bird’s-eye view plot in the left column of Fig
10. The chains are separated at the medium tempera
T/T0;1/5. About 80% of the counterions are condensed
-

h
nd

e
i-
s

-

re
n

non-neutral sites of the polyampholyte, while the rest
floating in the space among the chains. The amount of n
condensed counterions is close toN1/2, which means that
approximatelyeN1/2 bare charges remain on the polyam
pholyte@cf. Eq. ~11!#. We note that the Debye length is wri
ten

lD /a5~aT/4pe2!1/25~1/4pG!1/2, ~12!

which falls within the exclusion radius except at high tem
peraturesT/T0@1 (G!1). The above observation show
that the electric field is not screened at the Debye leng
Therefore, the Debye-Hu¨ckel theory is not applicable to th
e-

n
the
n-
FIG. 10. The bird’s-eye view plots~left! and
the pair correlation functions~right! are shown
for the non-neutral polyampholytes with count
rions ~Fig. 9! at the temperatures~a! T/T0>1/5
and~b! 1/85. TheG11(r ) andG12(r ) pair cor-
relation functions are for the pairs of equal-sig
and opposite-sign charges, respectively, and
shaded areas show the contribution of the cou
terions.
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FIG. 11. The temperature dependence of no
neutral polyampholytes in the presence of bo
counterions and salt is shown. The paramet
and conditions are the same as those of Fig.
except for the addition of salt ions~Ns1558,
Ns2558, andNc1576!. The charge content o
salt and counterions equals that of the polya
pholyte.
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strongly coupled system withG>1. At low temperatures
T/T0<0.07, counterions are absorbed by the globules. E
at the very low temperatureT/T0;131023, the non-neutral
polyampholyte with counterions alone stays in a multiglob
lar phase. This situation of redistribution of counterions b
tween the globule interior and surrounding solution has
cently been examined@24#. Our observations are in ful
qualitative agreement with their results.

The pair correlation functions in the right column of Fi
10 show both the total number of monomers viewed from
monomers of polyampholyte and the contribution of t
counterions~shaded areas!. The negative monomers are mo
closely associated with positive ions~monomers and counte
rions! than with negative ones. At the low temperature d
picted in the bottom panels of Fig. 10, a few globules
formed~typically, two for the six 32-mer case!. All the coun-
terions are now absorbed by the globules. The shaded a
of the pair correlation functions tell us that the counterio
bound to the polyampholyte are not distinguishable from
bond-connected monomers.

C. The effect of added salt

The simulation settings here are the same as for Fig
except for the addition of salt: the numbers of salt and~neu-
tralizing! counterions areNs15Ns2558 andNc1576, re-
spectively. The total charge of these free ions is equal to
of the polyampholyte,N5192, whose global charge offset
dQ/eN1/2;25.5.

The screening effect of the electric field by added sal
more prominent than by counterions alone, as shown in
11. The system gyration radius now decreases with a
crease in temperature, like the neutral polympholyte sho
in Fig. 1. It is remarkable that the monoglobular phase
realized~i.e., z.1! at low temperaturesT/T0<0.05. There,
the variance of the gyration radii among the runs of differ
charge sequences is small. The presence of salt makes
neutral polyampholytes more compact than for counteri
only. We note that the system gyration radius in Fig. 11
approximately 1.3 times~or volume >2 times! that of the
neutral polyampholyte of Fig. 1, and that the total number
monomers in the former is exactly twice that of the polya
pholyte of the latter. This implies that counterions and s
ions are absorbed by the globule as if they are the build
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blocks of non-neutral polyampholyte. The observation t
the system and individual gyration radii are comparab
Rg,sys;Rg,1 , again shows high degree of chain reptation
the globule.

The non-neutral polyampholyte with salt at medium te
perature is shown in Fig. 12~a!, where the chains are loosel
touching with each other. This is a marked difference fro
the case of Fig. 10~a!. The aforementioned monoglobula
phase at the low temperatures is directly observed in F
12~b!. Small droplets around the globule do not include t
chains, but are actually aggregates of salt ions. We infer
Figs. 10 and 12 that the transition from the multiglobular
monoglobular phases occurs atCs&CPA, whereCs andCPA
are the charge densities of salt ions and polyampholyte,
spectively. Once a globule is formed, the monomers ins
are arranged discretely like those of neutral polyampho
in Fig. 4. However, the variance of the filling index in Fig
11 is large, showing that the tightness of the globules
non-neutral polyampholyte varies considerably, which see
to be characteristic of the salted globules.

Finally, the effect of salt at the fixed temperatureT/T0
50.15~the Bjerrum lengthlB;7a! is shown in Fig. 13. The
system gyration radius of non-neutral polyampholyte, w
the global charge offset of 40% (dQ/eN1/2525.5), is de-
picted with solid circles against the number of salt~and
counterions!. Each data point is an average of four runs
different charge sequences. AtQsalt/QPA>0.40, all the free
ions are counterions, whereQsalt andQPA are the number of
charged particles in salt and polyampholyte, respectiv
The open circles in the figure show the system gyration
dius for neutral polyampholytes under the same conditio
For the low salt concentrationsQsalt/QPA,1, the system gy-
ration radius stays at the same level as that for
counterion-free neutral polyampholyte. This means t
counterion condensation is not significant for the neu
polyampholyte at low salt concentrations. The swelling
neutral polyampholyte at high salt concentration agrees w
our previous study@7#.

It is interesting that, for non-neutral polyampholyte, t
system gyration radius takes a minimum value atQsalt/QPA
>1, where about 60% of free ions are absorbed by
polyampholyte, as shown in Fig. 12~a!. That is, on top of the
counterions, the salt ions condense on the polyampho
chains at high salt concentration. Then, upon further addi
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FIG. 12. The bird’s-eye view plots~left! and
the pair correlation functions~right! are shown
for the non-neutral polyampholytes with bot
counterions and salt~Fig. 11! at the temperatures
~a! T/T0>1/5 and ~b! 1/85. The G11(r ) and
G12(r ) pair correlation functions are for the
pairs of equal-sign and opposite-sign charges,
spectively, and the shaded areas are the contr
tion of the counterions and salt ions.
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of salt, the system gyration radius increases, and the w
behavior becomes reentrant. At the salt concentra
Qsalt/QPA;1.4, both neutral and non-neutral polyam
pholytes approach the non-charged polymer regime.

We believe that the first decrease in the system gyra
radius with increasing salt in Fig. 13 is due to better scre
ing of excess charges, in which the polyelectrolyte natur
superseded by that of polyampholyte, whereas the sec
increase in the system gyration radius is due to a transi
from the polyampholyte regime to the noncharged polym

FIG. 13. The effect of counterions and salt at the fixed tempe
ture T/T050.15 ~the Bjerrum lengthlB;7a! is shown for the six
32-mer polyampholyte with 40% global charge offsetdQ/eN1/2>
25.5 ~solid circles!. The ordinate is the system gyration radius~an
average of four runs of different random sequences!, and Qsalt in
abscissa is the total number of free ions~counterions and salt!,
normalized by that of polyampholyteQPA . All the free ions are
positive counterions atQsalt/QPA50.40. Shown with open circles i
the case for the neutral polyampholyte, where the free ions are
positive and half negative.
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regime. We note also that the present molecular dynam
study has reproduced the reentrant behavior of non-neu
polyampholyte against salt ionic strength observed in the
periments of polyampholytic polymers@9# and gels@10,11#.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we studied the condensation and swel
behavior of randomly chargedmultichainpolyampholytes in
the three-dimensional volume, with the use of molecular
namics simulations. We specially focused on the struct
changes due to the Coulomb coupling parameter~inverse of
the temperature! of very wide range, and the effects of cou
terions and added salt on non-neutral polyampholytes.

Before summarizing our results, we would like to repe
the ways of changing the Coulomb coupling parameterG
5e2Z2/eakBT ~or the Bjerrum length!. The change in tem-
perature, the use of polyampholyte with high valenceZ, and
the solvent of various dielectric constante, all serve to
change the Coulomb coupling parameter. Thus, different
gimes of G5T0 /T (T05Z2e2/eakB) can be studied in a
series of experiments while avoiding freezing or vaporizat
of the solvent. In numerical simulations, a wide range of
Coulomb coupling parameter is accessible for one spec
polyampholyte simply by changing temperature.~All the fig-
ures were labeled byT/T05G21.!

In Sec. III we showed that the neutral polyampholyte c
lapsed to a globule at low temperatures (G.1), in which the
polymer chains penetrated with each other, wiggling throu
the whole globule. With an increase in temperature,
swelled monotonically to the thermal state where the C
lomb forces played little role. Neutral polyampholyte co
densed to an ordered structure of the bcc crystal at very
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temperaturesG@1 ~Sec. III B!. However, the polyampholyte
with finitely extensible bonds ended up with a glassy str
ture that lacked a repeated structure in the long range. S
stantial frustrations were retained in the condensed glob
and such polyampholyte was above the global energy m
mum due to the bond constraint.

The swelling behavior of non-neutral polyampholytes w
examined in Sec. IV. For small global charge offset, i.
udQu,(1/2)eN1/2, charge complexes~clumps! were formed
at low temperatures, which were disintegrated at high te
peratures and the polyampholyte became swollen~the
polyampholyte regime!. This was consistent with theoretica
analysis by Everaers, Johner, and Joanny@4# which claimed
that polyampholyte is subject to precipitation by the pairi
of chains in the distribution tail and oppositely charged m
jority chains. ~The width of the chain distributioneN1/2 is
comparable to the charge offsetdQ.! On the other hand
highly non-neutral polyampholyte was swollen at low te
peratures due to Coulombic repulsions, and it shrank to
volume of noncharged polymers at high temperatures~the
polyelectrolyte regime!.

The effect of counterions and added salt was exami
also in Sec. IV. It occurred in two steps: the free ions fi
weakened the polyelectrolyte nature of non-neutral polya
pholyte which caused its collapse. However, the further
dition of salt caused transition from the polyampholyte
noncharged polymer regimes, resulting in the swelling
polyampholyte.

Coexisting counterions condensed on unbalanced ch
sites of non-neutral polyampholyte~Sec. IV B!, but the
chains remained separated at all temperatures. Remark
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about N1/2 counterions did not condense on the polya
pholyte but floated in the space around the polyamphol
down to the temperatureT/T0>0.07. Bare charges ofeN1/2

remained on the polyampholyte. Therefore, the Deb
Hückel theory was not applicable to the strongly coupl
system withG>1 ~i.e., low temperaturesT/T0,1!. At low
temperatures, the counterions were completely absorbe
globules.

The addition of salt~and counterions! whose charge den
sity was comparable to that of polyampholyte further co
pactified non-neutral polyampholyte, and a monoglobu
phase was reached at very low temperatures~Sec. IV C!. The
transition from the multiglobular to monoglobular phases o
curred atCs&CPA, whereCs and CPA are the densities o
salt ions and polyampholyte, respectively. However, a f
ther increase in salt ionic strength weakened the polya
pholyte effect, leading to the swelling of polyampholyt
This reentrant behavior of non-neutral polyampholyte w
ionic strength agreed with the experiments for polya
pholytic polymers and gels.
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